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OVERTURNED

2021-010-FB-UA

Colombia protests
The Oversight Board has overturned Facebook's decision to remove a post showing a

video of protesters in Colombia criticising the country's president, Ivan Duque.
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Case summary

The Oversight Board has overturned Facebook’s decision to remove a post showing a video of

protesters in Colombia criticizing the country’s president, Ivan Duque. In the video, the

protesters use a word designated as a slur under Facebook’s Hate Speech Community

Standard. Assessing the public interest value of this content, the Board found that Facebook

should have applied the newsworthiness allowance in this case.

About the case

In May 2021, the Facebook page of a regional news outlet in Colombia shared a post by

another Facebook page without adding any additional caption. This shared post is the

content at issue in this case. The original root post contains a short video showing a protest in

Colombia with people marching behind a banner that says “SOS COLOMBIA.”

The protesters are singing in Spanish and address the Colombian president, mentioning the

tax reform recently proposed by the Colombian government. As part of their chant, the

protesters call the president "hijo de puta" once and say "deja de hacerte el marica en la tv"

once. Facebook translated these phrases as "son of a bitch" and "stop being the fag on tv.”

The video is accompanied by text in Spanish expressing admiration for the protesters. The

shared post was viewed around 19,000 times, with fewer than five users reporting it to

Facebook.

Key findings

Facebook removed this content as it contained the word “marica” (from here on redacted as

“m**ica”). This violated Facebook’s Hate Speech Community Standard which does not allow

content that “describes or negatively targets people with slurs” based on protected

characteristics such as sexual orientation. Facebook noted that while, in theory, the

newsworthiness allowance could apply to such content, the allowance can only be applied if

the content moderators who initially review the content decide to escalate it for additional

review by Facebook’s content policy team. This did not happen in this case. The Board also

notes that Facebook does not make its criteria for escalation publicly available.

The word “m**rica” has been designated as a slur by Facebook on the basis that it is
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inherently offensive and used as an insulting and discriminatory label primarily against gay

men. While the Board agrees that none of the exceptions currently listed in Facebook’s Hate

Speech Community Standard permit the slur’s use, which can contribute to an environment

of intimidation and exclusion for LGBT people, it finds that the company should have applied

the newsworthiness allowance in this case.

The newsworthiness allowance requires Facebook to assess the public interest of allowing

certain expression against the risk of harm from allowing violating content. As part of this,

Facebook considers the nature of the speech as well as country-specific context, such as the

political structure of the country and whether it has a free press.

Assessing the public interest value of this content, the Board notes that it was posted during

widespread protests against the Colombian government at a significant moment in the

country’s political history. While participants appear to use the slur term deliberately, it is

used once among numerous other utterances and the chant primarily focuses on criticism

towards the country’s president.

The Board also notes that, in an environment where outlets for political expression are

limited, social media has provided a platform for all people, including journalists, to share

information about the protests. Applying the newsworthiness allowance in this case means

that only exceptional and limited harmful content would be permitted.

The Oversight Board’s decision

The Oversight Board overturns Facebook’s decision to remove the content, requiring the post

to be restored.

In a policy advisory statement, the Board recommends that Facebook:

Publish illustrative examples from the list of slurs designated as violating under

its Hate Speech Community Standard, including borderline cases with words

which may be harmful in some contexts but not others.

Link the short explanation of the newsworthiness allowance provided in the

introduction to the Community Standards to the more detailed explanation in

the Facebook’s Transparency Center of how this policy applies. The company

should supplement this explanation with illustrative examples from a range of

contexts, including reporting on large scale protests.
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contexts, including reporting on large scale protests.

Develop and publicize clear criteria for content reviewers for escalating for

additional review public interest content that potentially violates the

Community Standards but may be eligible for the newsworthiness allowance.

These criteria should cover content depicting large protests on political issues.

Notify all users who reported content which was assessed as violating but left

on the platform for public interest reasons that the newsworthiness allowance

was applied to the post.

*Case summaries provide an overview of the case and do not have precedential value.

Full case decision

1. Decision summary

The Oversight Board has overturned Facebook’s decision to remove a Facebook post

showing a video of protesters in Colombia criticizing the Colombian president, Ivan Duque. In

the video, protesters used a word which Facebook has designated as a slur that violates its

Hate Speech Community Standard for being a direct attack against people based on their

sexual orientation. The Board found that, while the removal was prima facie in line with the

Hate Speech Community Standard (meaning that on its face the content appeared to violate

the Standard), the newsworthiness allowance should have been applied in this case to keep

the content on the platform.

2. Case description

In May 2021, the Facebook page of a regional news outlet in Colombia shared a post by

another Facebook page, without adding any additional caption – this shared post is the

content at issue in this case. The original root post contains a short video (originally shared

on TikTok), which shows a protest in Colombia, with people marching behind a banner that

says "SOS COLOMBIA." The protesters are singing in Spanish and address the Colombian

president, mentioning the tax reform recently proposed by the Colombian government. As

part of their chant, the protesters call the president an "hijo de puta" once and say "deja de

hacerte el marica en la tv" once. Facebook translated these phrases as "son of a bitch" and

"stop being the fag on tv." The video, which is 22 seconds long, is accompanied by text in

Spanish expressing admiration for the protesters
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Spanish expressing admiration for the protesters.

The shared post was viewed around 19,000 times and shared over 70 times. Fewer than five

users reported the content. Following human review, Facebook removed the shared post

under its Hate Speech policy. Under its Hate Speech Community Standard, Facebook takes

down content that "describes or negatively targets people with slurs, where slurs are defined

as words that are inherently offensive and used as insulting labels" on the basis of protected

characteristics including sexual orientation. The word "marica" (hereafter redacted as

“m**ica”) is on Facebook's list of prohibited slur words. The user who posted the shared post

appealed Facebook’s decision. Following further human review, Facebook upheld its original

decision to remove the content. Facebook also removed the original root post from the

platform.

3. Authority and scope

The Board has the power to review Facebook's decision following an appeal from the user

whose post was removed (Charter Article 2, Section 1; Bylaws Article 2, Section 2.1). The

Board may uphold or reverse that decision (Charter Article 3, Section 5).

The Board's decisions are binding and may include policy advisory statements with

recommendations. These recommendations are non-binding, but Facebook must respond to

them (Charter Article 3, Section 4).

4. Relevant standards

The Oversight Board considered the following standards in its decision:

I. Facebook’s Community Standards:

In the policy rationale for the Hate Speech Community Standard, Facebook states that hate

speech is not allowed on the platform "because it creates an environment of intimidation and

exclusion and, in some cases, may promote real-world violence."

The Community Standard defines hate speech as “a direct attack against people — rather

than concepts or institutions — on the basis of what we call protected characteristics: race,

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/hate_speech
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ethnicity, national origin, disability, religious affiliation, caste, sexual orientation, sex, gender

identity and serious disease.” It prohibits content that “describes or negatively targets people

with slurs, where slurs are defined as words that are inherently offensive and used as insulting

labels for the above-listed characteristics.”

II. Facebook’s values:

Facebook's values are outlined in the introduction to the Community Standards. The value of

"Voice" is described as "paramount":

The goal of our Community Standards has always been to create a place for expression and

give people a voice. […] We want people to be able to talk openly about the issues that matter

to them, even if some may disagree or find them objectionable.

Facebook limits "Voice" in service of four values, the relevant one in this case being “Dignity”:

"Dignity" : We believe that all people are equal in dignity and rights. We expect that people

will respect the dignity of others and not harass or degrade them.

III. Human rights standards:

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), endorsed by the UN

Human Rights Council in 2011, establish a voluntary framework for the human rights

responsibilities of private businesses. The Board's analysis of Facebook’s human rights

responsibilities in this case was informed by the following human rights standards:

The right to freedom of opinion and expression: Article 19, International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( ICCPR), General Comment No. 34,

Human Rights Committee, 2011; UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion

and expression, reports: A/HRC/38/35 (2018) and A/74/486 (2019).

The right to non-discrimination: Article 2, para. 1 and Article 26, ICCPR; General

Comment No. 18, Human Rights Committee 1989; UN Human Rights Council

Resolution 32/2 on the protection against violence and discrimination based on

sexual orientation and gender identity, 2016; UN Independent Expert on

protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and

gender identity, reports: A/HRC/35/36 (2017) and A/HRC/38/43 (2018).

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT0ZYrbmbpHTlSChdKMfIQp1QDFFSPHOmmdsHG16l6Gf5KQrK5cg-MSDh8UKzvXqaPJUz0JmDZu_MOVj3BAof28Z6TJtEsiH2vQ2d-Fv_QdqNsmFFErQYWyVoD27OkAl6sDX4eW0I0HBo1tj
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT3xWEC1FdtBPxMmfhDSYMOHUexrej7ojqD79FZVtETmzPoV8sUZZhZ6DlboBHupcmzYRxqRpbRqVGsRFChvwKS79Y0fLxLmWogZjRqnASTDNq1cj4L8NzOet4jmmqqh8wituN3v7PPqFosz
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.undocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252FHRC%252F38%252F35%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT3YXDHbAWeRf-4mkRbqg2cFDsAUBOeypOdHcKrdz8q5FtQrLbtXI59EdlrUBcdifcdIpDI_Hv2xupq3v1oMfSOZhO8r-STq1POHwaWhEPQYV2ODKVndTXZERe3_oFzLuIzfYQi84gpfano0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252F74%252F486%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT3YyUAyWgCA5kLW8-2hgHXpq32iKVhCmSWn5GTm-AajRxdpHzQe80FUsz9toFEdjNf6282CDpHQlRc9n15S-O9vGHa2a2xxBWX74UXpx7OW-zUaBYKJokPXubVT5WVkoNpoHgoGOZGaTrK_
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2FHRC%2FRES%2F32%2F2&h=AT3AxvAqQxqv7yPaa2Taw1c628v1Bv0dTPUJOhF9wCw_KSidr-XznV7r2ta1tic6KbMkB4u5baXGIGrVXmhL2OxKjzIhSmK_Dz8BHijhxXTNIJXCMv0OT4KYqEa92-09As0VsFMZFAmbpEjA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2FHRC%2F35%2F36&h=AT01ydcm542KlhEFVfGywsiqjP3RQccYW3dLbsKQbLDBdPd9tLcTrRWxmMXT4i_rs0uQHatiikEZbVnPWiMrXWvRRivYr53zmuJyIeP9AEfsxKkHPfH6dli2O3MlKCETtJW4S0_NAz9YRSnt
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2FHRC%2F38%2F43&h=AT0qDMk_j7krqRGmhkU9vpoMVBOviiNygVAO_ZdWTtQHADxGtZYAAVtNQ3g-mRsoUrbWx2X_Dt0Oxs1ow2yr_5itNm_3k-_wHbCQK96cqOkslaJ8B69Rpn_hj-PMqG7RpIdduJrWi7vsraF2
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The right to peaceful assembly: Article 21, ICCPR, General Comment No. 37,

Human Rights Committee, 2020; UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of

peaceful assembly and of association, report A/HRC/41/41 (2019).

5. User statement

The user, who is the administrator of the page on which the content was posted, submitted

their appeal to the Board in Spanish. In the appeal, the user states that they are a journalist

reporting on local news from their province. The user claims that the content was posted by

another person who took their phone, but that, nevertheless, this content did not intend to

cause harm and showed protests in a time of crisis. The user states that they aim to follow

Facebook's policies, and claim that this removal led to account penalties.

The user further states that the content shows young people protesting within the framework

of freedom of expression and peaceful protest, and that the young people are expressing

themselves without violence and demanding rights using typical language. The user also

expresses concern about government repression of protest.

6. Explanation of Facebook’s decision

Facebook removed this content on the basis that it contained the word “m**ica” and

therefore violated Facebook’s Hate Speech Community Standard, which prohibits “[c]ontent

that describes or negatively targets people with slurs, where slurs are defined as words that

are inherently offensive and used as insulting labels for the above characteristics [i.e., a

protected characteristic].” The word “m**ica” is on Facebook’s list of prohibited slur words,

on the grounds that it targets people based on their sexual orientation.

Facebook states that there is no exception for using slurs against political leaders or public

figures. Furthermore, Facebook notes that “it does not matter if the speaker or the target are

members of the protected characteristic group being attacked. Since slurs are inherently

offensive terms for a group defined by their protected characteristic, the use of slurs [is] not

allowed, unless the user has clearly demonstrated that [the slur] was shared to condemn, to

discuss, to raise awareness of the slur, or the slur is used self-referentially or in an

empowering way.”

With regards to whether the newsworthiness allowance could be applied to this content,

Facebook explained that the newsworthiness allowance can only be applied if the content

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2FHRC%2F35%2F36&h=AT01ydcm542KlhEFVfGywsiqjP3RQccYW3dLbsKQbLDBdPd9tLcTrRWxmMXT4i_rs0uQHatiikEZbVnPWiMrXWvRRivYr53zmuJyIeP9AEfsxKkHPfH6dli2O3MlKCETtJW4S0_NAz9YRSnt
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2FHRC%2F38%2F43&h=AT0qDMk_j7krqRGmhkU9vpoMVBOviiNygVAO_ZdWTtQHADxGtZYAAVtNQ3g-mRsoUrbWx2X_Dt0Oxs1ow2yr_5itNm_3k-_wHbCQK96cqOkslaJ8B69Rpn_hj-PMqG7RpIdduJrWi7vsraF2
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FCCPR%2FC%2FGC%2F37&h=AT3ioEc0yqw0XxLi-lGqqWytFYvXmQHqlc0GmnncZgWrypU-E4fd4IYUcISFm_esM0i_dedvtA1afluvSokltAUSM9Py17xqOkK0EEej879b3XtZihE-rYorvCPAyaA_RqK668y2edDgZgYt
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FA%2FHRC%2F41%2F41&h=AT04LNG6vljRJdJ4Q4LiNgvu5XrAx8q7nOdzvjTvWRK0nbjvXVJ33z1LDoaPLjeNduh2uZvJi5L5UVEKZTA2BvEETa4Ow0BX8d0RNl_rLpqVqJ3Mz5U4LwKtUVJYw0B2qO2LZwPIb1-ZTKQn
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moderators who initially review the content decide to escalate it for additional review by

Facebook’s content policy team – in this case, the content was not escalated for further

review. The Board notes that Facebook does not make its criteria for escalation publicly

available. It stated that “the newsworthiness allowance, in theory, could apply to such

content. In this case, however, the public interest value does not outweigh the risk of harm

from allowing content containing an inherently offensive and insulting label to remain on

Facebook’s platform.”

7. Third-party submissions

The Oversight Board received 18 public comments related to this case. Five of the comments

were submitted from Asia Pacific and Oceania, one from Europe, seven from Latin America

and the Caribbean, one from Middle East and North Africa, and four from the United States

and Canada.

The submissions covered the following themes: the various meanings and uses of the word

“m**ica” in Colombia; concern that Facebook removes journalistic content; censorship of

media outlets in Colombia; and analysis of whether the content complied with the Community

Standards.

To read public comments submitted for this case, please click here.

8. Oversight Board analysis

The Board looked at the question of whether this content should be restored through three

lenses: Facebook’s Community Standards; the company’s values; and its human rights

responsibilities.

8.1 Compliance with Community Standards

The Board finds that, although Facebook’s decision to remove the content was prima facie in

line with its Hate Speech Community Standard (meaning that on its face the content

appeared to violate the Standard), the newsworthiness allowance should have been applied

in this case to allow the content to remain on the platform.

The word “m**ica” has been designated as a slur by Facebook on the basis that it is

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/533957857868924/
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inherently offensive and used as an insulting and discriminatory label primarily against gay

men. As noted in section 6, Facebook explained to the Board that neither the sexual

orientation nor the public figure status of the target is relevant to the enforcement of this

policy. Since discriminatory slurs are inherently offensive, the use of slurs is not allowed

unless a policy exception applies. Those exceptions allow the sharing of slurs to condemn, to

discuss, or raise awareness of hate speech, or when used self-referentially or in an

empowering way.

The Board sought expert input and public comments that confirmed that the word “m**ica”

has multiple meanings and can be used without discriminatory intent. However, there is

agreement that its origins are homophobic, principally against gay men, even though its use

has evolved to reportedly common usage in Colombia to refer to a person as “friend” or

“dude,” and as an insult equivalent to “stupid,” “dumb” or “idiot.” The Board notes that this

evolution or normalization does not necessarily mean the term’s usage is less harmful for gay

men, as this casual use may continue to marginalize lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender

(LGBT) people and communities by implicitly associating them with negative characteristics.

The Board understands why Facebook designated this word as a slur, and agrees none of the

exceptions currently listed in the Hate Speech Community Standard explicitly applies to

permit its use on the platform. Nevertheless, the Board finds that the newsworthiness

allowance should have been applied to allow this content to remain on the platform.

Facebook has provided more public information about the newsworthiness allowance in

response to the Board’s recommendations in case 2021-001-FB-FBR. This allowance

requires the company to assess the public interest of expression against the risk of harm from

allowing violating content on the platform. Facebook states that it takes into account

country-specific circumstances, the nature of the speech, including whether it relates to

governance or politics, and the political structure of the country, including whether it has a

free press. The allowance is not applied on the basis of the identity of the speaker as a

journalist or media outlet, or simply because the subject matter is in the news.

Several contextual factors are relevant to assessing the public interest in this content. It was

posted during widespread protests against the Colombian government. The chant in the

video was primarily focused on criticism towards the president. While participants appear to

use the slur term deliberately, the protest was not discriminatory in its objectives. The slur

term is used once, among numerous other utterances. Where it appears that a user shares

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Ffeatures%2Fapproach-to-newsworthy-content%2F&h=AT0_BIDCWTddQcK1nRgmc2M4rcMzK1s5UImgXeZoRpnoDGyIf035zg7G-qWmfNBsJ5dP5ThEPn8sA0jYAT-f7rVceDswz7dKlv2-BLdJkdxJAymyRXofyt-1h6c4QMixLmrD6GhdEktrQLhd
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-691QAMHJ/
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footage to raise awareness of the protests and to express support for their cause, and not to

insult people on the basis of protected characteristics or to incite discrimination or violence,

the newsworthiness exception is particularly applicable.

The Board emphasizes that the application of the newsworthiness allowance in this case

should not be understood as endorsement of the language the protesters used. The Board

acknowledges that the term used by protesters in this video is offensive to gay men, including

in Colombia, and its usage could create a risk of harm. Allowing such slurs on the platform can

contribute to an environment of intimidation and exclusion for LGBT people and, in some

cases, promote real-world violence. This language is not inherently of public interest value.

Rather, the public interest is in allowing expression on the platform that relates to a significant

moment in Colombia’s political history.

The Board also notes that social media has played an important role in providing a platform

for all people, including journalists, to share information about the protests in an environment

where public comments and expert reports suggest the media landscape would benefit from

greater pluralism. Allowing the content through the application of the newsworthiness

allowance means that only exceptional and limited harmful content would be permitted. The

newsworthiness exception should not be construed as a broad permission for hate speech to

remain up.

8.2 Compliance with Facebook’s values

The Board finds that restoring this content is consistent with Facebook’s values. Facebook

lists “Dignity” as one of its values. The Board shares Facebook’s concern that permitting

hateful slurs to proliferate on the platform can cause dignitary harm to members of

communities targeted by such slurs. The Board also acknowledges that the use of the slur in

this specific case may be demeaning and harmful to members of the LGBT community.

At the same time, Facebook has indicated that “Voice” is not just one of its values, but its

“paramount” value. The sharing of content that shows widespread protests against a political

leader represents the value of “Voice” at its apex, particularly in an environment in which

outlets for political expression are limited. Application of the newsworthiness allowance to the

slur policy in this setting—the sharing of information about political protests against a

national leader—permits Facebook to honor its paramount commitment to “Voice” without

sacrificing its legitimate commitment to “Dignity.”
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8.3 Compliance with Facebook’s human rights responsibilities

The Board finds that restoring the content is consistent with Facebook’s human rights

responsibilities as a business. Facebook has committed itself to respect human rights under

the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs). Its Corporate Human

Rights Policy states that this includes the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

(ICCPR).

Freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly (Articles 19 and 21 ICCPR)

Article 19 of the ICCPR provides for broad protection of expression. This protection is

“particularly high” for “public debate in a democratic society concerning figures in the public

and political domain” ( General Comment 34, para. 34). Article 21 of the ICCPR provides

similar protection for freedom of peaceful assembly - assemblies with a political message are

accorded heightened protection ( General Comment No. 37, paras 32 and 49), and Article 21

extends to protect associated activities that take place online ( Ibid., paras 6, and 34). The

Human Rights Committee has further emphasized the role of journalists, human rights

defenders and election monitors and others monitoring or reporting on assemblies, including

in respect of the conduct of law enforcement officials ( Ibid., paras 30 and 94). Interference

with online communications about assemblies has been interpreted to impede the right to

freedom of peaceful assembly ( Ibid., para. 10).

Article 19 requires that where restrictions on expression are imposed by a state, they must

meet the requirements of legality, legitimate aim, and necessity and proportionality (Article

19, para. 3, ICCPR).

Facebook has recognized its responsibilities to respect international human rights standards

under the UNGPs. Relying on the UNGPs framework, the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom

of opinion and expression has called on social media companies to ensure their content rules

are guided by the requirements of Article 19, para. 3, ICCPR (see A/HRC/38/35, paras. 45

and 70). The Board examined whether the removal of the post would be justified under the

three-part test for restrictions on freedom of expression under Article 19 in accordance with

Facebook’s human rights commitments.

I. Legality (clarity and accessibility of the rules)

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F03%2FFacebooks-Corporate-Human-Rights-Policy.pdf&h=AT3z7EienSVmYBXZGzEgEjAXiMKPhUkZniZdNwbn4AziRz6P8AVu0My2dDBR7SvHct4uJfYkCVrkTkmxEfBCL_7RucdbC3hAWYF7R-8YE1ePZfD_Pxfdh0vqPl0bLqLfB6gS3g3Mmi7Xqujy
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT0qqnXeofuMw_FaLJLdfSDbs9W64nnTHoszlrdDRAW_Wh132hcArTmrCRaV1Bp2GrlCsHXuVfYA3v_00nwaIOoGsDGpsHLYMCAVmhGiQ9aQfHBTERurm7-EY6-o-Hh-LelML8XqhiBkxfX9
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FCCPR%2FC%2FGC%2F37&h=AT0Iuyl88tqLo76P_VOTkwx_JgIwIYezyI0AoopdRWfkkO-Fnsmp88Y11Y25UNT5SjkjDk2EGlVIX0H5BwhOcABNc4m_jg74zK_3CrBW75jUUcq5RjkV2yp7hpL-A_p7tOl5mWJU8A8oZkaa
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The principle of legality under international human rights law requires rules used to limit

expression to be clear, precise, publicly accessible and non-discriminatory ( General

Comment 34, para. 25 and para. 26). The Human Rights Committee has further noted that

rules “may not confer unfettered discretion for the restriction of freedom of expression on

those charged with [their] execution” (General Comment 34, para. 25).

Although Facebook’s Hate Speech Community Standard specifies that slurs related to

protected characteristics are prohibited, the specific list of words which Facebook has

designated as slurs in different contexts is not publicly available. Given that the word

“m**ica” can be used in different ways, it may not be clear to users that this word contravenes

Facebook’s prohibition against slurs. Facebook should provide the public with more

information on its list of slurs to enable users to regulate their conduct accordingly. The Board

has made a policy recommendation below in this regard.

The Board recommended in case 2021-001-FB-FBR that Facebook should produce more

information to help users understand and evaluate the process and criteria for applying the

newsworthiness allowance. In response, Facebook published more information in its

Transparency Center and said that from 2022 it would begin providing regular updates about

the number of times it applied this allowance in the Community Standards Enforcement

Reports. However, the Transparency Center resource is not linked from the more limited

explanation of the newsworthiness allowance in the introduction to the Community

Standards. While the Board notes the commitment to provide more information in

Enforcement Reports, this will not provide information to users who post or view content

which is given an allowance.

The Board recommended in case 2020-003-FB-UA that Facebook should give users more

detail on the specific parts of the Hate Speech policy that their content violated, so that users

can regulate their behavior accordingly. The Board notes that there is a distinction to be

made here. Case 2020-003-FB-UA concerned content originally created by the user

themselves that could be easily edited upon notification, whereas the present case concerns

content depicting public events. Nevertheless, the Board understands that it is important for

users to receive clear information about why their content is removed as a general rule. The

Board appreciates the update Facebook provided in July 2021 on the company’s efforts to

implement this recommendation, which when rolled out in all languages should provide more

information to users whose content is removed for using slurs. The Board encourages

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT0tdwihxCUKNqIVRoSgcN-gg_AvQqQRazOa-ambrv9TsSMEYYIVShayQx3mcoQDdIuo13gDDdwJjQHkc47Oa3lYapRXgUhB-JHMqyAm6dvkzoT2rhaU-y2Bn3jj-fiMRtjwpV63YxLJQ6FB
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-691QAMHJ/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Foversight%2Foversight-board-cases%2Fformer-president-trump-suspension-from-facebook%2F&h=AT3lM9kGMD2Ji3XmqM3YOfuetcWbGaN7u38JQbS9-xwJAMlwFsttFsgC6oWZ22UTyPWYCiNzbodYfxhCA2o0IGBQ31NXBQBBmWu2-QNPQ2Zd7vWj1IWx12GDXbS03tq8DOlO6JUuhPgkIuoG1Sz5x0Ezi61jYg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Ffeatures%2Fapproach-to-newsworthy-content%2F&h=AT0JforHLR3DmPa_gWDmI0PcdfgZT8--XK8Lk9mdO3T_uxYOKRtX4_nv79YLO-yROpp8krvkZ5daPZ18HdbmS6BlxSi87RaMKa-C3pcpngVPx-v9K6VNamIRlDjBYUeOi4TDy77i3YhGAf_x
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-QBJDASCV/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F07%2FFacebook-Q1-2021-Quarterly-Update-on-the-Oversight-Board.pdf&h=AT1IZ6_mLMJqWoMl_dfop_HQjSdjBZWEixlM1fD0-OzrSybU4cnNgLusOut9m4Tfqk7T-maiq0b3GIPnnYRINuY-KZD55AamqBRerHStiPDPxfsxSxXea4XWOeSEclQSy4zdERUpf0iZ5nEh
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Facebook to provide clearer timelines for implementing this recommendation in non-English

languages.

II. Legitimate aim

Any restriction on expression should pursue one of the legitimate aims listed in the ICCPR,

which include the “rights of others.” The policy at issue in this case pursued the legitimate

aim of protecting the rights of others (General Comment No. 34, para. 28) to equality,

protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender

identity (Article 2, para. 1, Article 26 ICCPR; UN Human Rights Committee, Toonen v.

Australia (1992) and General Comment No. 37, para. 25; UN Human Rights Council Resolution

32/2 on the protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and

gender identity).

III. Necessity and proportionality

Any restrictions on freedom of expression should be appropriate to achieve their protective

function and should be the least intrusive instrument among those which might achieve their

protective function (General Comment 34, para. 34).

The Board finds that it was not necessary or proportionate to remove the content in this case.

As discussed above in section 8.1, the Board recognizes the potential for harms to the rights

of LGBT people from allowing homophobic slurs to remain on the platform. However, context

is crucial in assessing the proportionality of removal of the content. The UN Special

Rapporteur on freedom of expression has stated in relation to hate speech that the

"evaluation of context may lead to a decision to make an exception in some instances, when

the content must be protected as, for example, political speech" (A/74/486, para. 47(d)).

Taking into account the political context in Colombia, the fact this protest addressed a

political figure, and the significant role that social media has played in sharing information

about the protests there, the Board finds that removal of this content was not proportionate

to achieve the aim of protecting the rights to non-discrimination and equality of LGBT people.

Freedom of peaceful assembly

For a minority of the Board, it is also important to assess the content restriction in this case
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for its impact on the right to freedom of peaceful assembly. Journalists and other observers

play an important role in amplifying the collective expression and associative power of

protests through disseminating footage of those events online – these acts are protected by

Article 21 of the ICCPR (General Comment No. 37, para. 34).

The minority believes that assessing restrictions on the right to peaceful assembly is

substantially similar to the test for evaluating restrictions on the right to freedom of

expression. Restrictions on the right to freedom of peaceful assembly should be narrowly

drawn, meeting the requirements of legality, legitimate aim, and necessity and

proportionality ( ibid., paras 8 and 36). The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of peaceful

assembly and of association has also called on companies engaged in content moderation to

be guided by international human rights law (see A/HRC/41/41, para. 19), noting “the

enormous power of Facebook” ( Ibid., para. 4). The Human Rights Committee has noted that

private ownership of communication platforms should inform a contemporary understanding

of the legal framework Article 21 of the ICCPR requires (op cit. para. 10 and 34) .

The three-part analysis above, which the minority joins, leads to an additional minority

conclusion that Facebook’s removal of the content in this case impaired the right to freedom

of peaceful assembly, and that restriction was not justified.

9. Oversight Board decision

The Oversight Board overturns Facebook's decision to take down the content, requiring the

post to be restored.

10. Policy advisory statement

The following recommendations are numbered, and the Board requests that Facebook

provides an individual response to each as drafted.

Content policy

To further clarify for users its rules on Hate Speech and on how the newsworthiness allowance

applies, Facebook should:
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1. Publish illustrative examples from the list of slurs it has designated as violating under its

Hate Speech Community Standard. These examples should be included in the Community

Standard and include edge cases involving words which may be harmful in some contexts but

not others, describing when their use would be violating. Facebook should clarify to users

that these examples do not constitute a complete list.

2. Link the short explanation of the newsworthiness allowance provided in the introduction to

the Community Standards to the more detailed Transparency Center explanation of how this

policy applies. The company should supplement this explanation with illustrative examples

from a variety of contexts, including reporting on large scale protests.

Enforcement

To safeguard against the wrongful removal of content that is in the public interest, and to

ensure provision of adequate information to users who report such content, Facebook should:

3. Develop and publicize clear criteria for content reviewers to escalate for additional review

public interest content that potentially violates the Community Standards but may be eligible

for the newsworthiness allowance. These criteria should cover content depicting large

protests on political issues, in particular in contexts where states are accused of violating

human rights and where maintaining a public record of events is of heightened importance.

4. Notify all users who reported content assessed as violating but left on the platform for

public interest reasons that the newsworthiness allowance was applied to the post. The

notice should link to the Transparency Center explanation of the newsworthiness allowance.

*Procedural note:

The Oversight Board’s decisions are prepared by panels of five Members and approved by a

majority of the Board. Board decisions do not necessarily represent the personal views of all

Members.

For this case decision, independent research was commissioned on behalf of the Board. An

independent research institute headquartered at the University of Gothenburg and drawing

on a team of over 50 social scientists on six continents, as well as more than 3,200 country

experts from around the world, provided expertise on socio-political and cultural context.
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The company Lionbridge Technologies, LLC, whose specialists are fluent in more than 350

languages and work from 5,000 cities across the world, provided linguistic expertise.


